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April 22, 2013  Village of Phelps Planning Board Meeting held at the Phelps Community  
    Center; 8 Banta St., Village Meeting Room;  Phelps, New York. 
 
Present:   Chairman:   Randy Scott   
  Board member: Bob Springer  
  Board Member:  Mike Blair  
 
Absent:  Board member: Shaun Keebler 
  Board Member: Joe Scibona 
   
Also present: Deputy Clerk/Treasurer Melissa Westfall, Code Enforcement Officer Jim Murphy, Norm Teed Sr., 

Tim Voellinger, Steve McCarrick, Kenny Sontheim & Kara Simmons. 
 
Chair Scott opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m. 
 
Approval of March 27th, 2013 meeting minutes:  Bob motioned to approve the minutes as presented, Mike second. 
Unanimously approved.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
     
PB 02-13 – Joe Dendis – East side of N. Wayne Street & South of Canandaigua Outlet- Subdivision 
 
Chair Scott asks Tim Voellinger if they have any new information on the subdivision.  
Tim Voellinger- there is nothing really new on our side.  
Chair Scott- I went down and looked at where the trail was staked out. Is that where the trail will be and how wide is 
it going to be? 
Tim Voellinger- Norm’s intention is to stay right next to the tree line. The stakes are on the property line; he is going 
to stay right along that and the path will maybe be 8ft wide mowed section. Back where the brush and trees are 
sparse by the creek Norm is going to clear it out and put in some benches. The reason we made the 20ft strip was to 
show the connection of the pathways. Joe Dendis wants to keep as much of the field as possible therefore only 
needing about an 8ft walkway.  
Chair Scott- This has to go to the county because it is within 500ft of a municipal building which is the Waste Water 
Treatment Plant.  
Jim Murphy- I agree that this does need to go to the county.  
Chair Scott- I would like to declare ourselves lead agency on this project.  
Norm Teed approaches the table and hands Chair Scott a piece of paper. Norm states that this is a simple subdivision 
and does not need to go to the county. Norm asks Chair Scott to read the email aloud. See email attached. 
Norm Teed-This has nothing to do with what we may or may not do with the parcel yet. 
Chair Scott- I said I am doing this based on only a simple subdivision Norm.  
Norm Teed- Then why is this being stalled then? 
Chair Scott- We are not stalling we are making sure this is done right. We want everything to be done correctly. It’s 
in the village and it is within 500ft of a municipal building. 
Chair Scott asks the board if they have any comments. 
Mike Blair- I want us to send it to the county to get their input on this and also to make sure we are doing everything 
right.  
Norm Teed- Why wasn’t this sent to county before then? 
Chair Scott- Because we didn’t know if you would be coming back with more information or any changes to the 
plans plus we missed the submittal deadline regardless.  
Norm Teed- Ok 
Chair Scott asks the public for any comments.  
Kenny Sontheim- I am currently on the Town of Phelps Planning Board and I know that you have been told that this 
is just a simple subdivision but I think it’s something different. My understanding is that the reason for this 
subdivision is for them to switch green space with the Tiger Hill park property. They want to have a bigger 
maintenance building which is fine but this is not just a simple subdivision. When you have the full information of 
what is behind this subdivision it’s more than that and I think it should be discussed.  
Norm Teed- That property was bought back a long time ago and was initially meant to be used for a bigger 
maintenance building. But because we are nice people and we let them create a park area for baseball, softball, 
volleyball etc.; ever since then NYS has then considered that to be a park and therefore zoned the land that way 
which is stupid. That space was never meant for a park when it was initially purchased by the Town out of the 
general fund. This was purchased for the intent of the town to build its maintenance facility bigger. Now Kenny I’m 
not looking to hurt any green space. Look at Flint Creek look at what was done there and how cleared out that got; 
now that’s an environmental problem and that’s what the Village did. You don’t want the brush cut Kenny I get that. 
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It’s not like they don’t have another place they can to play they have Redfield Park. This is a simple subdivision of 
land but because we gave you too much information now we are stuck here. Now I had called the mayor with an 
idea for a park area months ago and he never got back to me so I moved on to this land and am looking for a 
subdivision. We should have just stayed out of it like you said and have Joe Dendis present it and you guys would 
have let it slide right through.  
Steve McCarrick- No not at all I am glad that you came out with what you said. That is what we needed to hear from 
the very beginning.  
Kenny Sontheim- Norm, thank you to my comments and having the stakes moved I appreciate that because where 
they were before you would have had to cut major trees.  
Norm Teed- it doesn’t matter we will disagree on that.  
Kenny Sontheim- As a public entity we need to take care of the environment and I think it is important that we have 
a right to ask what the ultimate goal is. 
Chair Scott asks for any further comments from the public? None. 
Chair Scott- So Norm whether you think I am right or wrong we are going to be sending this to the county and we 
are declaring ourselves lead agency.  
Tim Voellinger- We will be getting you new plans as well because there was a slight change in the plans on where 
one of the pins were its only about 1/10th of an acre change. I’ll get those to you in order to get this to the county.   
Chair Scott- Do we have any more comments? None. 
 
Motion by Bob Springer to accept sending this information to the county and declaring ourselves lead agency; 2nd 
Mike Blair and unanimously carried.  
 
No further comments. 
 
Next meeting:  Regular Monthly Meeting – Monday, May 20th at 7 p.m.      
  
Bob Springer motioned for adjournment of the meeting; Mike Blair seconded; meeting adjourned at 7:44 p.m.     
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Melissa J. Westfall 
Village Deputy Clerk/Treasurer 


